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• Abstract (300 words):
The updated engineering undergraduate programs at the University of Exeter include a Multi-Disciplinary Group Challenge Project. This student centered module was designed with principles of IDEO and Gold Standard Project Based Learning (GSPBL) and facilitates the application of core engineering theory to a real-world problem.

Individual student preparation was planned through online resources and f2f interactive tutorials on research skills, technical communication and 3D modelling. Iterative prototyping was essential to the project starting from sketching and building up to card modelling, 3D printing, laser cutting and blue foam modelling in the maker space. Asynchronous project collaboration was planned using Mural with templates for research, ideation and video capture of the prototyping process.

The switch to online delivery due to the pandemic required adaptation of making activities to online prototyping. The academic team combined Zoom and Mural for a week long Design Sprint, putting the project into context, taking students through the IDEO design process online and allowing them to practice online prototyping techniques for their main project. This process of Mural ice breakers, ideating and sketching solutions to demonstrate ideas in low risk, non-assessed activities, built students confidence in creativity, failing fast techniques and online collaboration. Teams were supported through the process of low fi prototype development via Zoom and Mural PBL Support Sessions using personal 3D printers, simple household materials and iterative testing and
refinement. Students excelled in this environment and teams met socially distanced to combine prototype sections and test their complete prototypes.

As future professional engineers, our students will be required to work effectively within multi-disciplinary teams on complex and challenging projects. We believe this online collaborative prototyping experience has deepened their learning to highlight and overcome the challenges faced during international collaboration for global engineering projects and provided an appreciation of time zone and cultural differences.
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